1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Health, safety, and environment (HSE) at the operational level will strive to eliminate injuries, adverse health effects, and damage to the environment. Effective application of ergonomics in work-system design can achieve a balance between worker characteristics and task demands. This can enhance worker productivity, provide improved worker safety (physical and mental), and job satisfaction [@bib1]. Several studies have shown positive effects of applying ergonomics principles to the workplace including machine, job, and environmental designs [@bib2; @bib3; @bib4; @bib5; @bib6; @bib7; @bib8; @bib9].

There are many factors in the ergonomics design of a workplace in both micro and macro parts, and therefore, it seems inevitable to consider a model that includes all related factors. Microergonomics consider those factors of machine design and work posture that affect the user interface and working conditions related to the job or task design. In a macroergonomics study, ergonomics factors are considered in parallel to organizational and managerial aspects of working conditions in the context of a total system design. Moreover, it attempts to create equilibrium between organization, operators, and machines. It focuses on total "people-technology" systems and is concerned with the impact of technological systems on organizational, managerial, and personnel subsystems [@bib10; @bib11]. Studies in ergonomics have produced data and instructions for industrial applications [@bib12; @bib13; @bib14]. Eklund [@bib15] presented the relationships between ergonomics and several factors such as work conditions, product design, ISO 9000, continuous improvements, and total quality management. Azadeh et al [@bib11] described an integrated macroergonomics model for operation and maintenance of power plants. By considering HSE, an organization manages its operations in a manner that places safety and health first. Champoux and Brun [@bib16] gave an overview of the most characteristic occupational health and safety representations and practices in small firms. Chang and Liang [@bib17] developed a model to evaluate the performance of process-safety-management systems of paint-manufacturing facilities based on a three-level multiattribute approach. Singh et al [@bib18] considered the state of the art of understanding the hazards and risks to human health and the environment associated with the use of synthetic chemicals as a basis for developing a risk-assessment procedure for the mining industry. Duijm et al [@bib19] showed that HSE management would benefit greatly from existing management systems and also from the further development of meaningful safety-performance indicators that identify the conditions prior to accidents and incidents. Hassim and Hurme [@bib20] presented an inherent occupational health index for assessing the health risks of various processes. The method considers the hazard from the chemicals and also the potential for the exposure of workers to the chemicals. The certification and implementation of occupational health and safety-management system had become a priority for many organizations. Boughaba et al [@bib21] elucidated the relationship between safety culture maturity and safety performance of a particular company.

HSE and ergonomics (HSEE) have been considered from different points of view [@bib22; @bib23; @bib24]. A close relationship exists between HSEE factors. Inappropriate design between human and machine could lead to decreased safety. Inappropriate design of system leads to management error. Management error and work-environment-injurious factors could cause human error and safety issues, which consequently would result in environmental risks. It is believed that ergonomics deficiencies in industries are the root cause of workplace health hazards, low levels of safety, and reduced workers\' productivity [@bib16].

This study has identified major HSEE indicators, which affect the performance in generation companies (GENCOs). According to the literature, it is realized that HSEE systems require a continual and systematic effort to achieve sustainable success. This paper presents a framework for a comprehensive performance analysis of GENCOs in terms of HSEE factors, which we refer to from this point on to as HSEE.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

An integrated Taguchi--data envelopment analysis--principal component analysis (Taguchi--DEA--PCA) approach is proposed for ranking the GENCO\'s performance based on HSEE indicators. For ranking this sector of industry, the combination of DEA, PCA, and Taguchi is efficiently used for all branches of the GENCO. All of the useful and influential points of these methods are used to measure the GENCO\'s performance. First, standard indicators are identified and required data are gathered. These indicators are related to HSEE. The structure of the proposed Taguchi--DEA--PCA approach is shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

According to the proposed approach, first the standard inputs are determined, collected, and standardized by considering HSEE factors for all branches in GENCO. Then different scenarios are designed by corrupting 5--10% of data to model the complex and vague environment from which data are collected. The DEA, PCA, and Taguchi models are applied for ranking these scenarios. Finally, correlations between rankings for the designed scenarios are calculated and the preferred model is selected based on the maximum correlation. This shows the most consistent model for ranking scenarios in complex, vague, and uncertain environments. In the following sections, the DEA, PCA, and Taguchi models are described.

2.1. Data envelopment analysis {#sec2.1}
------------------------------

Consistent with DEA terminology, the term "decision-making unit" (DMU) refers to the individuals in the evaluation group. The DEA generates a surface called the "frontier" that follows the peak performers and envelops the remainder [@bib25]. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the concepts of the empirical and theoretical production frontiers in a two-dimensional surface to generalize the case of a multidimensional surface. The theoretical frontier represents the absolute maximum possible production that a DMU can achieve in any level of input. However, the theoretical relationships between input and output parameters of a system are generally difficult to identify and to express mathematically. For this reason, the theoretical frontier is usually unknown. Therefore, the relative or empirical frontier based on real DMU is used. The empirical frontier connects all the relatively best DMUs in the observed population. If the performance of all observed DMUs is generally poor, then the empirical frontier gives only the best of a bad lot. The theoretical frontier would clearly indicate that the poor DMUs were indeed poor [@bib26].

By providing the observed efficiencies of individual DMUs, DEA may help to identify possible benchmarks toward which performance can be targeted. The ability of DEA to identify possible peers or role models as well as simple efficiency scores gives it an edge over other measures. The objective of DEA is to obtain the weights that maximize the efficiency of the DMU under evaluation. It is very important to know that the efficiency values produced by DEA are only valid within that particular group of peers. A DMU that is efficient in one group may be inefficient when compared with another group. In other words, if a group of very poor DMUs was evaluated using DEA, there will still be efficient DMUs. In addition, if the set of DMUs is small, then there is little discrimination between them.

2.2. Principal component analysis {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------

Following the terminology proposed by [@bib35], suppose we have *n* DMUs, where each unit *U*~*j*~ (*j* = 1, 2*,* ..., *n*) produces *s* outputs *y*~*rj*~ (1,2*,* ..., *s*) using *m* inputs *x*~*ij*~ (1,2, ..., *m*). It is possible to look at ratios of individual output to individual input, $d_{ir}^{j}$ = *y*~*rj*~*/x*~*ij*~ (*i* = 1, 2, ..., *m*; *r* = 1, 2, ..., *s*) for each unit *U*~*j*~ (*j* = 1, 2, ..., *n)*. The $d_{ir}^{j}$ gives the ratio between every output and every input. Now let $d_{k}^{j}$ = $d_{ir}^{j}$, where *k* = 1 corresponds to *i* = 1 and *r* = 1, *k* = 2 corresponds to *i* = 1, *r* = 2, etc. Obviously, *k* = 1, ..., *p* and *p* = *m* × *s*. We need to find some weights that combine those *p* individual ratios of $d_{k}^{j}$ for *U*~*j*~. Consider the following *n* × *p* data matrix composed by $d_{k}^{j}$:$$D = \left( d_{1},\ldots,d_{2} \right)_{n \times p}$$

Each row represents *p* individual ratios of $d_{k}^{j}$ for each unit and each column represents a specific output-to-input ratio. The PCA is applied to search for a component structure by factoring the sample correlation matrix *D* and to find out new independent measures, which are respectively different linear combinations of *d*~*1*~, ..., *d*~*p*~. Principal components can be combined by their eigenvalues to obtain a weighted measure of *d*~*j*~. The PCA process of *D* is carried out as follows:*Step 1:* Calculate the average matrix $\overline{D}\ $ and the corresponding correlation matrix *R.Step 2:* Calculate the eigenvalues *λ*~*k*~ (*k* = 1, ..., *p*) and the related *p* eigenvectors *l*~*i*~^*k*^ (*k* = 1, ..., *p*) of *R.Step 3:* Select the principal components by defining:$$\text{CM} = \frac{\sum_{k = 1}^{M}\lambda_{k}}{\sum_{k = 1}^{p}\lambda_{k}} = \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{M}\frac{\lambda_{k}}{p}$$

There are numerous acceptable criteria for determining the number of *M* components to be extracted.*Step 4:* Evaluation of a single measure *z* by the first *M* principal components$$z = \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{M}{w_{k} \times \text{PC}_{k}} = \sum\limits_{q = 1}^{p}{{\widetilde{w}}_{q} \times {\widehat{d}}_{q}^{j}}$$where ${\widetilde{w}}_{q} = \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{p}{w_{k}l_{q}^{k}}$ is the aggregate weights and ${\widehat{d}}_{q}^{j}$ (q = 1, ..., *p*) represents the standardized $d_{q}^{j}$.

Let *w*~*k*~ = *λ*~*k*~*/p*, if PC~*k*~ positively reflects the standardized output-to-input ratios, as measured by the percentage of positive coefficient of all coefficients. Vice versa let *w*~*k*~ = *λ*~*k*~*/p*. The value of *z* gives a combined measure of various standardized ratios, for each *U*~*j*~. Based on *z*, we can evaluate and rank the performance of units using PCA.

2.3. Taguchi {#sec2.3}
------------

The Taguchi method is a statistical approach, which is mainly used for dealing with the limitation of the factorial and fractional factorial experiments. This method reduces and standardizes the fractional factorial design [@bib27]. In this paper, the Taguchi loss function [@bib28] is used for ranking different scenarios. In this procedure, the Taguchi loss function is used to develop a single objective function in a multicriteria problem [@bib29]. For each criterion, actual loss will be calculated using Equation [4](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"} and will fall between 0% and 100% loss.$$L = Kx^{2}$$where *K* is calculated as follows:$$K = {{100\%}/\left( \text{USL} \right)}^{2}$$where *L* is the loss generated for each criterion, *x* is the characteristic measurement, USL is the upper specification limit, and *k* is a constant calculated to return 100% loss at the specification limit. This formulation is used for input criteria. For output criteria, the data must be inversed.

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Experiment: The case study {#sec3.1}
-------------------------------

To achieve the objectives of this study, a comprehensive study is conducted to locate all economic and technical indicators (indexes), which influence the performance of the GENCO\'s branches. These indicators are related to HSEE. Twenty indicators were identified as major indexes affecting the performance of the branches. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows these indicators considering HSEE factors [@bib1; @bib18; @bib26; @bib30; @bib31; @bib32]. The raw data set for these factors is shown in [Appendix 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}.

The DEA, PCA, and Taguchi are used for ranking GENCOs considering 20 indicators. These parameters were defined as indicators (inputs and outputs) as follows: The reason for determination of these variables as input or output is that in the DEA models, a variable that is desired to be decreased is defined as input (e.g., safety and environment) and, by contrast, a variable that is desired to be increased is defined as output (e.g., health). For more information in this regard, see Charnes et al [@bib25]. [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} shows the result of ranking by DEA, PCA, and Taguchi for 60 different GENCOs.

As mentioned earlier, the preferred model is selected based on maximum correlation between the original and corrupted data sets. In order to do so, 10 different scenarios are designed by corrupting 10--20% of data. According to the results ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}), the preferred model for ranking GENCOs in complex and uncertain environments is Taguchi.

3.2. Sensitivity analysis {#sec3.2}
-------------------------

A sensitivity analysis is performed to foresee the effect-integrating indicators with the same category. In order to do so, five main categories including health, safety, environment, microergonomics, and macroergonomics are considered. The final score of each category is calculated by average indicator\'s values. This procedure is also applied for corrupted data sets. The proposed Taguchi--DEA--PCA approach is used to select the preferred method for ranking of GENCOs with respect to five main criteria. As earlier, the preferred method is selected based on maximum correlation between original and corrupted data sets.

According to the results ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}), the preferred model for ranking GENCOs is Taguchi. Thus, the preferred model for both 20- and five-indicator cases for ranking GENCOs in complex and uncertain environments is Taguchi.

3.3. Analyzing HSEE factors {#sec3.3}
---------------------------

To find the most important category for performance optimization of GENCOs, a comprehensive experiment is carried out. In each experiment, four of five categories are considered and one of them is omitted from further calculations. The Taguchi method, which is selected as the preferred model in the previous section, is applied for ranking GENCOs. The correlation coefficients between these experiments and previous ranking are calculated [@bib33]. It is supposed that if the ranking obtained by eliminating one factor is different from the previous ranking, the factor is important, and correlation coefficient will measure this difference. The values of the correlation coefficient will be calculated by the following formula:$$\rho = 1 - {{6\sum d_{i}^{2}}/{n\left( {n^{2} - 1} \right)}}$$where *ρ* is the Spearman correlation coefficient; *d*~*i*~ is the difference between the rank of two criteria; and *n* is the number of scenarios.

Because five categories for 20 factors are considered, by selecting four of five categories, five different combinations could be formed. The results of correlation coefficient between these five combinations and previous ranking are presented in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}.

According to the results, the most important category is environment. The aforementioned procedure could be applied to find the most influential factor in this category. As six factors are considered in the environment category, five of six different combinations could be formed. [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} presents the correlation between previous ranking and rankings obtained by omitting each of these factors.

According to the results, emitted SO~*x*~ is the most important environmental factor for ranking GENCOs. Thus, in the case study, the most influential category and factor are environment and emitted SO~*x*~, respectively. This procedure may be repeated to prioritize all 20 factors. This would help managers to monitor the most important factors efficiently.

4. Conclusion {#sec4}
=============

In this paper, an integrated Taguchi--DEA--PCA approach is proposed for ranking GENCOs based on HSEE indicators. For ranking this sector of industry, the combination of DEA, PCA, and Taguchi is efficiently used for all GENCOs. All of the useful and influential points of these methods are used to measure the GENCO\'s performance. To recognize all economic and technical indicators (indices), a comprehensive study is conducted. In the proposed case study, Taguchi was selected as the preferred model for ranking GENCOs. In addition, the sensitivity analysis verifies the results of the proposed approach. Moreover, the most important category and factor are identified, which are environment and SO~*x*~, respectively. The results of such studies would help not only top managers to have a better understanding of weak and strong points in their systems\' performance but also help experts and researchers to determine the satisfactory levels of each subsectors\' performances in terms of HSEE factors. In addition, the developed approach of this study could be used for continuous assessment and improvement of GENCO\'s performance in supplying energy with respect to HSEE factors. The proposed approach of this study is also compared with some of the relevant studies to show its advantages over previous ones ([Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}).
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Appendix 1. Raw data for 20 factors {#appsec1}
===================================
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###### 

HSEE factors

  Category                                                                                     Factor                                                                                    
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------
  Health                                                                                       1\. Periodic examinations from worker with harmful works to total number of workers (%)   
  2\. Pre-employment medical examinations to number of employed people in a given period (%)                                                                                             
  3\. Periodic examinations from workers                                                                                                                                                 
  4\. pH: water                                                                                                                                                                          
  Safety                                                                                       1\. Accident severity rate                                                                
  2\. Accident frequency rate                                                                                                                                                            
  3\. Fatal accident rate                                                                                                                                                                
  Environment                                                                                  1\. Energy consumption                                                                    
  2\. Input--output fuel gas                                                                                                                                                             
  3\. Emitted NO~*x*~                                                                                                                                                                    
  4\. Emitted SO~*x*~                                                                                                                                                                    
  5\. Emitted CO                                                                                                                                                                         
  6\. Emitted particles                                                                                                                                                                  
  Ergonomics                                                                                   Microergonomics                                                                           1\. Light of workplace
  2\. Skeletal disorder rate                                                                                                                                                             
  3\. Noise level                                                                                                                                                                        
  4\. Lifting index                                                                                                                                                                      
  5\. PMV~PPD~                                                                                                                                                                           
  Macro-ergonomics                                                                             1\. Availability                                                                          
  2\. Reliability                                                                                                                                                                        

HSEE, health, safety, environment, and ergonomics.

###### 

Results of ranking by DEA, PCA, and Taguchi

  GENCO   Rank        
  ------- ------ ---- ----
  1       6      3    30
  2       37     6    57
  3       22     4    11
  4       50     19   51
  5       34     12   6
  6       11     6    56
  7       4      10   28
  8       8      8    2
  9       18     2    4
  10      5      7    5
  11      1      1    3
  12      49     21   36
  13      21     20   12
  14      56     43   19
  15      9      40   15
  16      39     36   33
  17      27     11   20
  18      33     31   22
  19      60     57   58
  20      2      27   53
  21      20     34   10
  22      42     45   13
  23      24     54   52
  24      15     53   32
  25      47     49   40
  26      30     37   55
  27      59     48   41
  28      36     46   49
  29      32     28   23
  30      57     22   9
  31      17     56   37
  32      46     50   31
  33      7      29   38
  34      23     35   14
  35      28     58   45
  36      25     14   43
  37      12     15   8
  38      35     41   21
  39      55     24   16
  40      3      16   7
  41      10     30   54
  42      31     18   46
  43      14     9    17
  44      51     52   47
  45      45     17   34
  46      53     39   26
  47      44     42   59
  48      26     38   35
  49      41     33   18
  50      40     32   42
  51      13     55   27
  52      16     59   25
  53      58     23   50
  54      19     13   1
  55      38     26   48
  56      48     51   44
  57      43     44   29
  58      52     60   60
  59      54     25   24
  60      29     47   39

DEA, data envelopment analysis; DMU, decision-making unit; GENCO, generation companies; PCA, principal component analysis.

###### 

Spearman correlation results for 20 indicators

                DEA        PCA        Taguchi
  ------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
  Correlation   0.909157   0.706157   0.925429

DEA, data envelopment analysis; PCA, principal component analysis.

###### 

Spearman correlation results for 5 indicators

                DEA        PCA        Taguchi
  ------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
  Correlation   0.804079   0.656205   0.853289

DEA, data envelopment analysis; PCA, principal component analysis.

###### 

Spearman correlation coefficients for categories

  Omitted category          Health   Safety   Environment   Microergonomics   Macroergonomics
  ------------------------- -------- -------- ------------- ----------------- -----------------
  Correlation coefficient   0.927    0.860    0.802         0.871             0.920

###### 

Spearman correlation coefficients for environment factors

  Factors                   Energy consumption   Input--output fuel gas   Emitted NO~*x*~   Emitted SO~*x*~   Emitted CO   Emitted particle
  ------------------------- -------------------- ------------------------ ----------------- ----------------- ------------ ------------------
  Correlation coefficient   0.964                0.942                    0.920             0.884             0.935        0.933

###### 

Features of this study versus other studies and methods

  Method                        Feature                   
  ----------------------------- --------- --- --- --- --- ---
  The proposed approach         √         √   √   √   √   √
  Ebrahimipour et al [@bib30]                     √       √
  Azadeh et al [@bib1]          √             √           √
  Singh et al [@bib18]          √             √           
  Otto and Scholl [@bib8]       √                         
  Fam et al [@bib34]            √             √           √

HSE, health, safety, and environment.

[^1]: DMU, decision-making unit.
